
 

Coolorus 2 0 Cracked Heels
!!INSTALL!!

instagram users have been posting about a new version of the coolorus's
branded wheeled skateboard shoes, which will be releasing under the

name of 'coolorus 2.0 cracked heels''. the difference between the two is
that the 2.0 version features a traditional sneaker style shoe instead of the
usual skateboard shoe design. this is a small change, but it's definitely an
important change. 'we're excited to bring coolorus to a new generation of
consumers. we're looking forward to working with kids across the country

and creating products that bring the fun back to the playground.' -
coolorus 2.0 cracked heels' site 'so much has changed in the skate

community in the last 5 years and we have been able to transform the
coolorus from a product that was a lot of fun to wear to a product that kids

actually wanted to wear, and that's just so rewarding.' - coolorus 2.0
cracked heels' site the first shoe, which is the most popular, has the same
basic design as the coolorus 2, but with the addition of a ribbed midsole
which gives it a more flexible and supportive feel. this shoe is great for

running, walking and the odd jogging session. as with the original
coolorus, they are not designed for extreme or sporty activities. the

second shoe, which is a slightly larger version of the original, is slightly
more comfy and has some added cushioning. in most situations, i would
recommend the original coolorus over the coolorus 2. however, if you are
looking for comfort and extra cushioning, the coolorus 2 is a great option.

by using a cracked-heel design, you gain a massive advantage on the
competition. using a cracked-heel design gives the shoe a more retro look,

and a broken in feel. this will also help your shoe to slide on and off the
ankle, because the cracks will hold the shoe in place.
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for extreme or sporty activities.
the second shoe, which is a
slightly larger version of the

original, is slightly more comfy
and has some added

cushioning. in most situations, i
would recommend the original
coolorus over the coolorus 2.

however, if you are looking for
comfort and extra cushioning,

the coolorus 2 is a great option.
by using a cracked-heel design,
you gain a massive advantage
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cracked-heel design gives the
shoe a more retro look, and a

broken in feel. this will also help
your shoe to slide on and off

the ankle, because the cracks
will hold the shoe in place.
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